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Customizing Chrome: 
Setting a Home Page 

Welcome to the Google Chrome for Mesa Public Schools video tutorial series. 

This tutorial is titled Chrome Basics - Managing Tabs and is intended to provide 

a brief explanation of how to use the tabbed browsing features in Google 

Chrome. 

 

Tabbed browsing allows a single web browser window to have multiple web 

pages open at one time by listing the open web pages as file folder tabs along 

the top of the window. Most modern web browsers support tabbed browsing, 

and Google Chrome is no exception.  

 

Google Chrome gets its name from Google’s efforts to separate the “chrome”, or 

the parts of an application interface that you see surrounding a window, from 

the web browsing experience. As a result, Chrome has very little going on at the 

top of the browser window but the tabs, and Chrome tries to avoid opening new 

windows. Instead, Chrome likes to open pages in new tabs.  

 

When you have multiple tabs open, the tab that you are viewing is bright and lit 

up for quick identification. Each tab will also supply you with the title of the web 

page open for that tab. 

 

To open a new tab, select the small trapezoid to the right of the last tab in your 

lineup. 

 

To close a tab, select the small “X” on the right-hand side of the tab.  

 

You can rearrange the tabs in your lineup by clicking anywhere on the tab title, 

and while holding the mouse button down, dragging the tab to a new position. 

You can also use this technique to tear a tab away into its own separate 

window. Tabs can even be torn away from one browser window, and inserted 

into the lineup of another browser window. 

 

Right-clicking on a tab will bring up yet more options for quickly managing 

multiple tabs. Most are self-explanatory, but the “Pin Tab” option merits special 

attention. Pinning a tab will attach that tab to the top of the window and will 

ensure that page remains tabbed and loaded every time that Chrome is used. 
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We hope you have found this tutorial helpful. Be sure to check the Google 

Chrome Support SIte for more tutorials detailing how to customize Chrome and 

take advantages of its powerful features. 

 


